ABSTRACT Energy-efficiency is a significant parameter contributing to the performance of coordinated cognitive radio networks (CCRNs). To estimate the average value of sensing and reporting energy efficiency of CCRN, a new metric is proposed. This paper presents a new metric based on the gain from the coordination of missed detection and false alarm probabilities that minimize the interference on the primary users and maximize the throughput for cognitive terminals (CTs), respectively. Furthermore, the proposed maximum metric is placed by analytically figuring out the optimum number of coordinated CTs. The global average value of energy efficiency of sensing and reporting process among coordinated CTs with various probabilities of missed detection and false alarm is formulated. In addition, a new iterative CTs assignment strategy is proposed. Finally, the average energy-efficiency results are significantly enhanced as shown by simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive Radio [1] , [2] is an innovative radio technique that provides efficient radio spectrum utilization. Its main objective is to track a spectrum hole and to detect unoccupied licensed spectrum bands that are assigned to cognitive terminals (CTs) without interfering with the primary user (PU). Hence, spectrum sensing is a necessary function of cognitive radio network (CRN). Cooperative/coordinated spectrum sensing [3] is an effective approach to advance sensing accuracy. It is combining the sensing reports from all coordinated CTs in a fusion centre to decide on either the absence or presence of a PU. However, the sensing process sharing of additional CTs will cause increment of spectrum sensing and reporting energy consumption. Energy-efficient is a significant parameter for CRNs as the CTs are powered by batteries. Rapid growth in energy consumption has produced a shift towards energy-efficient design in wireless networks [4] - [7] . In wireless sensor networks [8] , the sensor node lifetime depends on the consumed energy at a sensing process. To extend its lifetime, efficient usage of energy is a prerequisite. Therefore, energy efficiency is a significant parameter for CRNs Previous works [9] - [11] only presented the minimization of sensing energy consumption without studying the effect of both spectrum sensing process and consumption of energy concurrently. In [12] , a metric is given to measure the energy efficiency of cooperative spectrum sensing system based on probability of missed detection. One more energy-efficiency metric is further defined [13] according to the detection probability and the consumed power by cooperative cognitive terminals.
It has been observed that the optimum mechanism in sensing and reporting energy-efficient performance in a coordinated spectrum is rarely discussed. Earlier, a terminalassignment strategy, in case of a cooperative sensing scheme, was proposed to advance the performance of sensing [14] , but gave no thought to energy-efficient utilization.
In this paper, a new energy efficiency metric hinges upon weights of false alarm and missed detection probabilities is proposed. It is suggested to estimate the average value of energy efficiency of coordinated spectrum sensing system (in dB/Joule/CT). A closed-form expression is derived analytically to determine the optimum number of coordinated CTs shared in the sensing and reporting process. Further, this metric is extended to evaluate the total average value of energy efficiency of CCRN in a general case. Finally, a new iterative assignment strategy of coordinated cognitive terminals is suggested.
The argument of this paper is developed into five sections. Section II presents the system model. Section III explains the proposed sensing-reporting energy efficiency metric and drives the optimum number of coordinated CTs. Global problem formulation is illustrated and a new iterative assignment strategy is presented in section IV. The analytical and simulation results are discussed in section V. Section VI finally draws the conclusions from this paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a centralized cognitive radio network having a cognitive base station (CBS), which acts as a fusion centre, as well achieving L coordinated CTs. The accessible wideband spectrum is divided into K narrowband (NB) channels, where K channels are non-overlapping, and L K as shown in Fig. 1 . At the same time, the cognitive base station assigns CTs to sense K channels. This assignment is founded on a single cognitive terminal in a sensing slot can sense only one channel. By fusing the sensing reports from cognitive terminals, the CBS decides either the absence or presence of a primary user in each channel.
Cognitive radio network performance is generally evaluated by the missed detection probability, P md , and the false alarm probability, P fa . Under real hardware imperfections, closed-form analytical expressions for the false alarm and detection probabilities are derived in the general case [15] .
The authors of [12] and [16] have derived that OR rule has the best performance, compared with the AND rule as well as the majority rule in coordinated spectrum sensing system. It has been noted that OR rule will possibly be the simplest for the simulation applying an iterative algorithm that considers different missed detection and false alarm probability from each cognitive terminal. Hence, OR rule will be implemented.
Accordingly, the missed detection Q k md and false alarm Q k fa probabilities of a channel kare respectively as follows [16] :
where n k is the cognitive terminals set assigned to detect channel k; P l,k md and P l,k fa are the missed detection probability and false alarm probability of cognitive terminal l and channel k, respectively. Assuming that, the values of missed detection probability and false alarm probability for various channels are different in case of any CT.
III. SENSING AND REPORTING ENERGY-EFFICIENCY METRIC
The proposed general new metric is called ''average sensingreporting energy efficiency'' regarding a cognitive terminal in the coordinated sensing system. This new metric aims at improving the spectrum utilization, minimizing interference with the PU, reducing CTs energy consumption and maximizing CTs throughput. It combines the trade-off between Q k md and Q k fa the missed detection probability and false alarm probability of cooperative/coordinated CTs for a channel k respectively. The coordinated CTs optimum number closedform expression is derived.
A. METRIC OF SENSING REPORTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The fundamental notations used in the proposed metric are defined as follows:
α: the total sensing and reporting energy consumed by CT (Joule) per time unit. Assume it is fixed for each CT.
E SR (n) = αn: overall energy consumed per unit time when n coordinated cognitive terminals sense and report one channel.
Q th md : missed detection probability threshold value. Q md : missed detection probability of coordinated n CTs. Q th fa : false alarm probability threshold value. Q fa : false alarm probability of coordinated n CTs. The proposed gain G is: : coordinated sensing reporting gain in dB, where w 1 and w 2 are control parameters with unit sum.
The parameter w 1 controls the weight of Q md in the gain G calculations, which is related to the interference on PU. The parameter w 2 controls the weight of Q fa in the gain G calculations, which is related to the CTs throughput. Coordinated sensing reporting gain calculations suggest how to balance the trade-off between Q md and Q fa .
Sensing and Reporting Energy Efficiency Average Value Metric η SREE represents cooperative/coordinated sensing gain in dB per energy Joule per CT. The expression of η SREE can be written as follows:
B. OPTIMUM COOPERATIVE CTs NUMBER Given unified local P md and P fa , the optimization of η SREE can be formulated as follows:
where n is the CTs number that used for coordinating sensing and reporting process, and n > 0. There is a unique global optimum result for (4), as follows
Proof: Let
The first derivative of x(n) is shown in (6)
The second derivative of x(n) can be derived as follows
Let x (n) = 0, there is a unique stationary point n * in the domain of x(n). As in (7), x (n)| n=n * < 0 can be obtained. Thus, n * is the unique global optimum result as follows
Since in practice the coordinated CTs number is an integer, therefore it should be adjusted as:
where [.] rounds to the nearest integer.
IV. GLOBAL PROBLEM AND THE PROPOSED STRATEGY
The metric to coordinate spectrum sensing is extended to be global for all channels K . The overall sensing and reporting energy efficiency average value of coordinated spectrum sensing system with different missed detection probabilities and false alarm probabilities is formulated as (10) , shown at the bottom of this page, where η k SREE is channel k sensing and reporting energy efficiency average value, while n k is a set of the coordinated CTs to sense channel k and |n k | is the size of this set. Constraint in (11) , as shown at the bottom of this page, to guarantee that in one sensing time, each cognitive terminal l can sense only one channel.
For solving (10) , cognitive base station needs to decide the optimum number of coordinated CTs that should be given to sense each of K channels and each set of them is assigned to sense each one. In the case of all cognitive terminals have the same P md and P fa for one channel the assigned CTs optimum number can be calculated using (9) .
When all CTs have different sensing performance P md and P fa for various channels, the optimum result can be produced by a very complicated exhaustive search. A new simple assignment strategy is proposed. In this respect, a new simple two-phase assignment strategy is proposed: initialization and assignment.
Initialization Phase:
Calculate n * k , the optimum coordinated CTs number for each channel k by (9) using the average value of missed
md and the average value
fa for each channel k. Then calculate P = w 1 P md + w 2 P fa Assignment phase: Cognitive terminals are assigned to sense each channel k for all K channels iteratively. In every iteration, one CT is assigned to sense only one channel based on the minimum value of P. The assigned CTs will not be available in the next iterations to satisfy (11) .
The maximum number of iterations in assignment phase equals n * max which is the maximum value of n * k optimum coordinated CTs for channel k.
Calculate the overall sensing and reporting energyefficiency average value based on missed detection probabilities and false alarm probabilities of the assigned CTs using (10) . Fig. 2 summarizes the assignment strategy in a flow chart.
The complexity of computations of this strategy depends on mainly the comparisons number in the assignment phase. So, the complexity is O(KLn * max ). The proposed strategy computational complexity is considerably lower than other Iterative Hungarian algorithm in [14] , which is O(L 4 n * max ) as calculated in [12] . 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Consider a wideband spectrum is divided into 10 disjoint narrowband (NB) K channels, the number of CTs is L, and L K . It has assumed that, only one channel is allowed to one PU. In Table I , all simulation parameters are listed. Let us start with equal values of the control parameters w 1 = w 2 = 0.5. The relation between the coordinated CTs number and the gain obtained from their coordination using the proposed gain equation is shown in Fig. 3 . When the number of coordinated CTs increases the gain, G increases with different values of P md . The high value of missed detection probability indicates a bad channel condition. In case of coordinated 10 CTs, the coordinated sensing reporting gain G equals 98.88dB, 64.22dB, 43.94dB and 29.56dB for P md = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 respectively. The value of gain decreases as the P md increases.
The relation between sensing and reporting energyefficiency average value η SREE and the number of coordinated CTs for w 1 = w 2 = 0.5 and P fa equals 0.1 is shown in Fig. 4 . As the number of coordinated CTs increases the η SREE increases until reaches its maximum value at n * as derived in (9) . If the coordinated CTs number is greater than n * , the η SREE value decreases due to more energy consumption usage. The optimum value of coordinated CTs n * increases as the P md increases to satisfy the required Q th md value. The n * equals 2, 3, 4 and 5 for P md values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.
To discuss the control parameters of w 1 and w 2 values, we have three cases. Assume that w 1 + w 2 = 1. The first case, w 1 > w 2 means that the main interest in η SREE calculations is the level of interference on PU with satisfying the value of Q th fa . The second one, w 1 = w 2 means that the level of interference on PU and the throughput of CTs have the same interest in η SREE calculations.
The last case, w 1 < w 2 means that the throughput of CTs has the main interest with satisfying the value of Q th md in η SREE calculations. In special values of case one w 1 = 1 and w 2 = 0 the calculations of G and η SREE are independent on the throughput of CTs or in other words the values of P fa and Q th fa . In special values of case three w 1 = 0 and w 2 = 1, this is unacceptable case as the calculations of G and η SREE are independent on the interference level on PU.
FIGURE 5.
The relation between optimum coordinated CTs number n * and P md and the corresponding η SREE for w 1 = 1, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 (w 2 = 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively) and P fa = 0.1. Fig. 5 points to the relation among optimum coordinated CTs number n * , P md and the corresponding average sensing reporting energy-efficiency η SREE for w 1 = 1, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 (w 2 = 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively) and P fa = 0.1. As w 1 decreases from 1 to 0.5 the optimum number of coordinated CTs is nearly fixed to 2 however Average sensing reporting energy-efficiency η SREE decreases due to the effect of CTs throughput will be taken into consideration. For w 1 = 1, 0.8 and 0.5 and P md = 0.4, the optimum coordinated CTs will be increased to 5 and η SREE = 91.15dB/J/CT, 69.55dB/J/CT and 37.15dB/J/CT respectively. For small value of w 1 = 0.2 and P md = 0.4, the n * = 8 and η SREE = 6.493dB/J/CT. The effect of false alarm probability with various values is introduced in Fig. 6 . The high value of false alarm probability indicates a bad channel condition. The sensing and reporting energy efficiency average value versus the number of coordinated CTs for w 1 = w 2 = 0.5 and P md = 0.1 illustrates small differences among P fa = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 the η SREE equals 274.65dB/J/CT, 245.21dB/J/CT, 211.82dB/J/CT and 176.56dB/J/CT respectively.
In case of P md = 0.1 and P fa = 0.4, the optimum number of coordinated CTs equals 3 with η SREE equals 176.56dB/J/CT. However, in the reverse case of P md = 0.4 and P fa = 0.1, the optimum number of coordinated CTs equals 5 with η SREE equals 37.15dB/J/CT. It means that the degradation of P md value has more effective than P fa in the calculations of η SREE which is related to the PU interference level with satisfying the threshold value of false alarm probability. It means that as P fa increases, the value of n * increases to fulfil the required Q th md and Q th fa , and η SREE decreases due to the addition of energy consumption usage.
To obtain the statistical results in Fig. 8 , 10000 false alarm probability matrices and missed detection probability matrices are generated. Assume w 1 = w 2 = 0.5 and the range of the cognitive terminals number from 40 to 120. This range of CTs is thus suggested to be much greater than the non-overlapping narrowband channels. It has been illustrated that the proposed simple assignment strategy, which is built on the weighted sum of missed detection and false alarm probabilities, outperforms the strategy of iterative Hungarian algorithm [14] . In this regard, the CTs number is greater than the sum of optimal coordinated CTs for all K channels. As shown in Fig.8 , when the number of cognitive terminals equals 40 the two strategies have nearly the same performance because all CTs are approximately coordinated in spectrum sensing process. But when the number of cognitive terminals grows, the performance gape increases. With the number of cognitive terminals equivalent 50 and 90, the performance gape equals 36.96dB/J/CT and 106.47dB/J/CT, respectively.
As per the strategy of iterative Hungarian algorithm [14] , all CTs are assigned to sense all channels that cause an increase in energy consumption, which by turn leads to a decrease in energy efficiency metric. In addition, the proposed assignment strategy has lower complexity than the iterative Hungarian strategy [14] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated how to evaluate and enhance the average value of sensing and reporting energy efficiency for coordinated cognitive radio network (CCRN). A global metric based on weighted missed detection probability and false alarm probability, which are the two main performance parameters of CRN, is proposed to estimate the coordinated CRN performance. The optimum number of coordinated CTs in the sensing process is derived as well.
The proposed global metric is found suitable for weighing the tradeoff between sensing-reporting coordination gain and energy consumption in this process. In addition, it is apt for estimating the tradeoff missed detection and false alarm probabilities in coordinating gain calculations. The application of this proposed metric in coordinated CRN is presented.
The proposed low complexity assignment strategy is an energy-efficient one. It targets the maximum performance of sensing and reporting energy-efficiency average value. This simple strategy can efficiently enhance the sensing and reporting energy-efficiency average value of coordinated CRN, especially in the case of the number of CTs is large as shown by simulation results.
